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Environmental Chemistry and Toxicology of MercuryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The book that looks at mercury's impact on the planet today


	Recent research by the EPA has concluded that one in six women of childbearing age have unsafe levels of mercury in their bodies, which puts 630,000 newborn babies each year at risk of neurological impairment. Mercury poses severe risks to the health of animals and...
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Classical Field TheoryCambridge University Press, 2019

	Classical field theory predicts how physical fields interact with matter, and is a logical precursor to quantum field theory. This introduction focuses purely on modern classical field theory, helping graduates and researchers build an understanding of classical field theory methods before embarking on future studies in quantum field theory. It...
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802.11 WLANs and IP Networking: Security, QoS, and MobilityArtech House Publishers, 2005
Even after all the earthly riches are enjoyed there still remains in the heart a
longing for knowledge, true knowledge. It is this longing and the desire to bring
the knowledge to others that resulted in the revelation of this book.

“How do IEEE 802.11 wireless local area networks (WLANs) work together
with the...
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Professional Practice in Artificial Intelligence: IFIP 19th World Computer Congress, TC-12: Professional Practice Stream, August 21-24, 2006Springer, 2006
This volume presents proceedings from the 19th IFIP World Computer Congress in Santiago, Chile. The proceedings of the World Computer Congress are a product of the gathering of 2,000 delegates from more than 70 countries to discuss a myriad of topics in the ICT domain. Of particular note, this marks the first time that a World Computer Congress has...
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Voice Over IPv6: Architectures for Next Generation VoIP NetworksNewnes, 2006
IPv6 (Internet Protocol version 6) is the future of Internet telephony. And this book is your guide to that future.

IPv6 is the replacement for the currently used IPv4 (Internet Protocol version 4). IPv6 will offer increased IP addresses (full 128-bit addresses, compared to the 32-bit addresses of IPv4), enhanced security, and greater...
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Intelligent Decision Making: An AI-Based Approach (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008
Intelligent Decision Support Systems have the potential to transform human decision making by combining research in artificial intelligence, information technology, and systems engineering. The field of intelligent decision making is expanding rapidly due, in part, to advances in artificial intelligence and network-centric environments that can...
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Marketing to the Social Web: How Digital Customer Communities Build Your BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
An updated and expanded Second Edition of the popular guide to social media for the business community    

    Marketers must look to the Web for new ways of finding customers and communicating with them, rather than at them. From Facebook and YouTube to blogs and Twitter-ing, social media on the Internet is the most promising new way to...
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Handbook of Spanish Language MediaRoutledge, 2009
With the rise of Spanish language media around the world, no reference work is available that provides an overview of the field or its emerging issues. The Handbook of Spanish Language Media is intended to fill that need. The goal is to establish a Handbook that will become the definitive source for scholars interested in this...
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Intelligent Infrastructures (Intelligent Systems, Control and Automation: Science and Engineering)Springer, 2009
Society heavily depends on infrastructure systems, such as road-traffic networks, water networks, electricity networks, etc. Infrastructure systems are hereby considered to be large-scale, networked systems, that almost everybody uses on a daily basis, and that are so vital that their incapacity or destruction would have a debilitating impact on...
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Semantic ComputingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Presents the state of the technology and points to future directions for semantic computing


	Semantic computing, a rapidly evolving interdisciplinary field, seeks to structure, design, and manipulate computer content to better satisfy the needs and intentions of users and create a more meaningful user experience. This...
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Developmental Hematopoiesis: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2004

	During the past few decades, technical and conceptual breakthroughs have led to a virtual revolution in developmental biology. In part through cross-species compa- sons and multidisciplinary approaches (combining, for example, classical embry- ogy, genetics, molecular biology, and systems biology), major questions have often been redefined...
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A Practical Guide to Fedora and Red Hat Enterprise Linux (6th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	
		“I have found this book to be a very useful classroom text, as well as a great Linux resource. It teaches Linux using a ground-up approach that gives students the chance to progress with their skills and grow into the Linux world. I have often pointed to this book when asked to recommend a solid...
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